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This project proposes innovative practices based on serious games in education, while addressing the subject-specific of water 
in line with European environmental and climate goals. The serious games concept has proved its efficiency in the educational 
sector, mainly in the engineering domain.   
SMARTEN aims to impact the higher education on water:  

- Leading to a better use of digital technology, not only in teaching and learning of water subjects, but also in improving 
education through better data analysis and foresight  

- Developing skills and competencies necessary to support the digitalization of water education  
- Supporting a growing generation of water professionals who are leading the digital transformation of the 

water sector  
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DETAILS 

PROJECT DURATION 

2021-03-01 
To 

2023-02-28 

Erasmus+ Call: 

KA2 - Cooperation for innovation 

and the exchange of good 

practices 

KA226 - Partnerships for Digital 

Education Readiness 

Project Number: 

2020-1-NO01-KA226-HE-094221 

 

Project Coordinator  

Dr. Zakhar Maletskyi, NMBU 

zakhar.maletskyi@nmbu.no 

Communication and 

dissemination  

Ms. Naomi Timmer 

ntimmer@h2o-people.eu  

CONTACTS 

WP (3)/O (3):  

Led by UTH 

Duration: 2021-09-01/2022-08-31  

Summary: 

By introducing different case studies, SMARTEN will deliver data and 

information on updating SDGs at both European and global level, 

while bringing advanced scientific data on the Nexus under the 

influence of climate change.  The pathway to achieve this, includes 

activities on analysis of stakeholders, identification of best practices 

and development of a methodological approach for seamless 

learning through virtual, blended, and physical interactions; 

development of teaching and training digital content; self-evaluation 

multiple-choice quizzes for learners; tools for stakeholders’ 

engagement; demonstration, validation, evaluation, and 

dissemination of the developments. These will lead to the 

implementation of serious games in water education and lifelong 

learning, including upgraded water-related curricula of the partner 

universities with teaching and learning modules that include water-

oriented serious games. 

The targeted audience:  

The target groups are university students and teachers, who are 

usually well-trained when it comes to the technical issues but lack 

the knowledge of the system complexity formed in a social system 

with conflicting interests and different resource use patterns. Target 

groups also include citizens, policymakers and young professionals 

who may be involved in lifelong learning programs.  

The deliveries:  

SMARTEN will deliver an innovative product that deals with the SDGs 

and will interact with a range of interested citizens-scientists, 

researchers, and students. The material created will be highly 

transferrable, as it will be digital and will be tested in various settings 

and countries facing different realities. All modules will be designed 

in a way that will take into account cultural differences in order to 

make them transferrable. 
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